
THE PEARLBREAKERS – BIOGRAPHY 
 
They stand for catchy and melodious guitar pop rock: THE PEARLBREKERS from 
Buchs, in the eastern part of Switzerland, released their first album in 2013 and 
played on big and small stages across their home country, making quite a noise. 
 
Formed in 2010, the band was all excited to play different styles of music and try out 
new things. The boys did not rest until they had created their own individual style. 
THE PEARLBREAKERS developed their own signature sound: organic, truthful and 
melodious. 
 
2012 was the first time when the four piece band, named THE PEARLBREAKERS, 
presented itself to the public with original songs. Only one year later, they released 
their debut album «Proof On The Way». It did not take long until they got interview 
requests. Various Swiss radio stations played five songs on daytime rotation: SRF 3, 
Grischa, Radio Rottu, Radio Beo, Radio SwissPop, Radio 24, Radio Liechtenstein. 
The band started to play in Switzerland and Germany, at festivals like Quellrock 
Open Air, Open Air Malans and many more. 
 
The positive media feedback motivated the band at once to continue the following 
year. In 2014 the second album «TIME FOR THE YOU LIVE» followed. The record is 
characterized by fresh elements and modern danceable songs. With the catchy tune 
«Sometimes» once again it made a Pearlbreakers’ single for the radio rotation. 
Numerous shows were held within the scope of the «Radio Frequency Club» tour 
that brought the band to all parts of Switzerland. 
 
After an intensive song writing period the band published the single «My Sharona» in 
November 2016 in a dynamic pearl-breaking version with a video clip in the «Golden 
Twenties» style. 
 
Now the time is right for another chapter in the band’s history, because THE 
PEARLBREAKERS’ family is not affected by the doomed 7th year. 
 
This new era opens with the publication of the single "EASY" this summer and more 
surprises are still to come. The EP „PEARLSONIC VOLUME 1“ will be launched in 
autumn 2017. With five brand new songs THE PEARLBREAKERS is going in a new 
stylistic direction, deeply digging into its musical roots of the 60s and 70s. But that is 
not all. The new EP „PEARLSONIC VOLUME 2“ will also soon be released. 
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